
Lubina for her excellent effort in making 

her own repeating pattern in maths. 

Demi-Jo B for fantastic segmenting and 

blending in phonics. 

Josh P for modelling excellent listening 

and attention skills. 

Etesh for playing beautifully with his 

peers. 

Millie W for using her phonics to segment, blend and form words in her English. 

Archie for making a fantastic shield in our topic work about knights and castles this 

week. 

Frankie for doing some amazing comparing of numbers in his maths this week. 

Frankie is now able to practically compare numbers and uses the >, < and = signs 

when he does this. Well done, Frankie!  

Mckenzie for joining in fantastically with our Talk for Writing instructions about how 

to make a gingerbread man. She made a delicious gingerbread man with Mrs                               

Addenbrooke and was very creative when she decorated it as well! 

 

 

Alex for joining in with our activities  

 

William for great effort and vocabulary 

when describing African fruit. 

Mason for using a number line and      

persevering with tricky problems. 

Hope for great discussion about what 

makes an island the make-up of the UK. 

Amena for fantastic effort and                          

perseverance with writing particularly 

longer pieces of work. 



 

 

Alysa for a huge improvement in her maths work  

 

Lilly for applying all of the writing features learned so far in our biography writing  

 

Elliott for being a good friend to others and impeccable manners, all week  

 

Harry for being so sensible and trying hard to make the right choice. I have seen lots 

of 'fantastic walking' when moving around school which makes our school                   

environment so much calmer.   

 

 

Jayden P for using the Internet to                         

research countries referenced in Chapter 

4 of the 'The Iron Man'. 

Pollyanna for showing perseverance in 

PE when practicing throwing a Javelin. 

Armaan for showing a hugely improved 

attitude and work ethic to his work 

across the curriculum. Keep it Up!  

Mylee for excellent work in our Topic  

lesson on 'Coasts'. 

 

 

Mia for showing confidence in working 

out addition and subtraction of three-

digit numbers using formal written 

methods. 

Jacob for sharing great ideas in                         

describing the Space-bat-dragon in class 

discussion. 

Jordan for working hard to use joins in 

his handwriting and improving his 

presentation. 

Lillyanna for her active participation in 

the discussion about how shadows are 

formed in our Science lesson.  

 

 

Oliver for excellent work exploring architecture in Art. 

Harrison for having a positive attitude to reading at home including reading on                 

MYON. 

Dylan for a brilliant understanding of invertebrates when looking for them in forest 

school. 



 

 

Harvey for being a star biologist when searching for invertebrates in forest school.  

Alexis P for showing fantastic care and effort with her presentation. 

Tyler-James for showing fantastic knowledge of local Geography. 

 

 

Leighton for a fantastic painting of a volcano in Geography.  

Maisie for persistence with some tricky problem solving, involving fractions, in 

maths.  

Kacie for striving to be the best she can be in all subjects.  

Darntae for working well, as part of a team, during a science investigation. 

 

 

Miley for good comparison of two characters within a text.  

Lucy for good recollection of the features of a newspaper report.  

Chloe for deep understanding of the method of long division and how to apply it.  

Gabriel for working hard on his technique for the long jump and triple jump.  

 

 

Oscar (N) Andrew (R) Georgia (2B)  Ava F (3D)                                                                                  

Mrs Garrish is proud of: 

Molly (6L) for always showing kindness and helping others and Emily H (6L) for                 

being a good friend  

 



Attendance 

Good attendance is vital to a child’s learning and development. The government target 

for attendance in primary school is 95% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How does your child’s attendance compare with this target? 

After School Club 
We are hoping to start our After School Clubs up very soon. At the moment, we have not                      

finalised our plans, but would appreciate you letting us know if you would be interested in         

sending your child to After School Club. Please submit your responses here by Wednesday 26th 

May. We hope to bring you more information shortly! 

https://forms.office.com/r/JNx49mCF0m
https://forms.office.com/r/JNx49mCF0m

